❤
00:15:10 Rachel Weidinger:
Ahoy! Rachel Weidinger here on
Ohlone land in Berkeley, MFA Social Practice 2017. My video is off,
on purpose.
00:16:58 Rachel Weidinger:
https://native-land.ca/
00:18:41 Jaime Austin (she, her): More information about Creative
Citizens in Action @ CCA: https://portal.cca.edu/essentials/
exhibitions/creative-citizens-action/
00:24:22 menaja (they/she):
Please drop questions in the chat if
you would like !
00:24:32 Jaime Austin (she, her): http://peopleskitchencollective.com/
00:24:46 Rachel Weidinger:
More about the Streets meal: http://
peopleskitchencollective.com/streets
00:29:32 lexawalsh:
You all are amazing!
00:31:21 Rachel Weidinger:
That was such a good good day. Thank
you PKC! Thank you for making that gathering, and that memory of a
gathering.
00:39:25 Jocelyn Jackson:
00:52:51 lexawalsh:
Thank you Larissa!
00:55:00 larissa gilbert: <3
00:55:10 Megan Broughton she/her: nerves mean you care <3
00:55:35 Chelsea A. (She/Her):
Conrad it's great just seeing your
face!!
00:58:39 lexawalsh:
Bonanza 4ever
01:11:35 Jocelyn Jackson: Love!!
01:12:07 Rachel Weidinger:
The cart is such a beautiful
practical object! <3
01:14:28 lexawalsh:
I’ll give you a recipe for capers
01:16:05 Sheila Pepe:
capes give flavor to tons of different bland
things — spice.. really expensive but go a long way. ask Mediterranean
peasants
01:16:28 Eduardo Pineda: Great work people! Thanks!
01:17:36 Rachel Weidinger:
Thank you Conrad! Beautiful work.
01:19:28 Conrad Guevara: rts baby fridge requests:
01:20:01 Conrad Guevara: canned chili w/ pop off lid, bottled water,
potatoes and protein bars.
01:21:26 Jocelyn Jackson: Thank you!
01:27:55 Conrad Guevara: lexa makes incredible food
01:29:47 Jocelyn Jackson: Could you repeat once more
01:30:25 menaja (they/she):
In what ways do you feel the
aftermath of the election affects the conditions/environments that
allow us to foster community through food ? - Annika, Individualised
major at CCA
01:30:48 Conrad Guevara: ok im star struck
01:33:27 larissa gilbert: Yes! Thank you
01:35:58 Rachel Weidinger:
++++ Jocelyn
01:36:22 Rachel Weidinger:
“artists as first responders”
01:36:51 Sam Vernon:
Ashara Ekundayo ^
01:38:02 Rachel Weidinger:
“ I was=nt us to be in the aesthetic
of revoluntion”
01:38:25 Rachel Weidinger:
“ I want us to be in the aesthetic

of revolution” -Jocelyn
01:40:11 Rachel Weidinger:
https://
artistasfirstrespondercom.godaddysites.com/
01:41:03 Sam Vernon:
what does being an organizer mean to you?
01:42:34 Rachel Weidinger:
“There’s a real requisite for us to
be multidisciplinary in response” -Jocelyn on being an organizer
within community
01:42:59 Jaime Austin (she, her): Please drop questions in the chat if
you would like !
01:43:39 Sita Kuratomi Bhaumik (she/her): @Rachel would love your
notes :D (We need to make some t-shirts with JJ’s quotes)
01:45:05 Rachel Weidinger:
@sita :) I can’t type fast enough,
but yes I want all of these good Jocelyn sayings on shirts. And oven
mitts, and everywhere. :)
01:45:51 Rachel Weidinger:
“It is heart centered”
01:46:44 Elliott Aiena (they/them):
Advice or suggestions for
students wanting to learn more about/get involved with this kind of
stuff (especially the growing food part)?
01:47:26 Rachel Weidinger:
‘if there is not a sense of
connection and truth, we are not going to be in a position where it is
steadfast’ (likely an imperfect transcription, but such an important
idea)
01:47:39 Sita Kuratomi Bhaumik (she/her): @Eliott I definitely think
getting involved in existing projects is a great way to learn and be
of service.
01:48:23 Sita Kuratomi Bhaumik (she/her): @Eliott a few places include
Spiral Gardens, Acta Non Verba, Urban Tilth - because of pandemic, vol
opps are difficult to navigate for many orgs but I do know that Spiral
Gardens in Berkeley has specifically posted
01:48:42 Sita Kuratomi Bhaumik (she/her): http://
www.spiralgardens.org/
01:48:44 Jocelyn Jackson: Panther/Mutual Aid resource that PKC
developed recently: http://peopleskitchencollective.com/panthers
01:49:20 Elliott Aiena (they/them):
Thank you
01:49:23 Megan Broughton she/her: School of Now is joint organizing!
01:51:44 Jocelyn Jackson: Adoration and trust!!
01:55:50 Jocelyn Jackson: Food Security | Food Justice | Food
Sovereignty
01:56:31 Rachel Weidinger:
“if there is not a sense of
connection, adoration n ad trust , we are not going to be in a
position where it is steadfast” -Jocelyn (corrected typing
01:56:50 Jocelyn Jackson: I was writing what Conrad said:)
01:57:13 Rachel Weidinger:
<I am the worst typist>
02:00:41 Jaime Austin (she, her): https://2727.today/
02:01:11 Jocelyn Jackson: Do not rely on government food. Rely on
mutual aid networks all along the food chain.
02:02:21 Jocelyn Jackson: PKC’s program for the Free Breakfast Cook-ALong https://static1.squarespace.com/static/570463a0cf80a178dae565ac/
t/5f7e9ef04e0170471ca67ea6/1602133759018/LiL+2020+Cook-ALong+Program.pdf

02:04:01 lexawalsh:
Conflict Kitchen always had great ephemerabased learning opportunities
https://
www.conflictkitchen.org/
02:05:10 Sita Kuratomi Bhaumik (she/her): Mariana Martinez - CCA grad
designed our last Program (Interaction Design)! Jesus Barraza from
Dignidad Rebelde also a CCA grad (VCS - MA)
02:05:26 Sita Kuratomi Bhaumik (she/her): CCA is evvvvverywhere.....
02:05:36 Jocelyn Jackson: Archive everything! Document (with consent)
always!
02:07:30 Jocelyn Jackson: Important part of movement building.
02:10:27 Chelsea A. (She/Her):
Can the Chat be saved/shared?
there's so much great information
02:10:31 menaja (they/she):
incredible
02:10:54 lexawalsh:
Thank you all so very much! Wooooot!
02:11:02 larissa gilbert: thank you so much!
02:11:03 Ess:
wooo go menaja!!!
02:11:11 Rachel Weidinger:
Thanks all! This was lovely. I miss
seeing you all. Beware of my mistyping/ misquotes in chat. I’m happy
to correct from the recording.
02:11:11 Ranu Mukherjee: Thanks so much for such an inspiring event
all - and for all of your work.
02:11:17 Jaime Austin (she, her): We will share everything via the
archive page: https://portal.cca.edu/essentials/exhibitions/creativecitizens-action/archive/
02:11:20 Elliott Aiena (they/them):
Thank you all
02:11:20 Dustin Smith (he/him):
THANK YOU ALL!!!!!
02:11:56 Connie Jeung-Mills (she/her):
Thanks everyone, this was a
very interesting discussion
02:12:06 Sita Kuratomi Bhaumik (she/her): <3 <3 <3
02:12:07 Jaime Austin (she, her): Thank you!
02:12:10 Rachel Weidinger:
<3
02:12:23 Conrad Guevara: <3 <3
02:12:34 Danielle:
thank you! it was very nutritious!
02:12:37 Sita Kuratomi Bhaumik (she/her): Thank you to the organizers!
02:12:39 lexawalsh:
Love & Gratitude all around!
02:12:43 Dustin Smith (he/him):
Thank YOU Sam!!!
02:13:02 Chelsea A. (She/Her):
bye
02:13:03 Jocelyn Jackson:
02:13:03 Emily Rudisill: Thank you all so much! This was uplifting.

